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Introduction. Let V" be the orientable hypersurface twice differ-

entiably imbedded in a Euclidean space En+1 of n + l 2;3 dimensions,

and let ki, ■ ■ ■ , kn be the n principal curvatures at a point P of Vn.

The rth mean curvature Hr of Vn at the point P is defined to be the

rth elementary symmetric function of k\, ■ • • , kn divided by the

number of terms, that is,

(1) 0 Br= £        ktl  ■   ■   ■ kir,
\ r/ tl<.. .<,,

and Htt=l. Throughout this paper all Latin indices take the values

1, ■ ■ ■ , n. Greek indices the values 1, ■ • • , n+l, and we shall also

follow the convention that repeated indices imply summation. Let p

denote the oriented distance from a fixed point O in En+1 to the tan-

gent hyperplane 7r(P) of Vn at the point P, and let d£l be the area

element of Vn at P. Let d, • • ■ , e» be an oriented orthonormal frame

in the tangent space of the hypersurface Vn at the point P, and denote

by Zi the scalar product of e{ and the position vector of the point P

with respect to the fixed point 0 in the space En+1. The purpose of

this paper is to establish the following

Theorem. Let V" be a closed orientable hypersurface twice differen-

tiably imbedded in a Euclidean space En+1 of n + l ^3 dimensions. Then

(2) n ]    p**-!(1 + pHi)dQ - (m - 1) J    pm~2 £ ayz,zydfi = 0,

(3) n f   #—'(ff—i + pHn)dQ - (m - 1) f   p»>-2Hn £ z{dQ = 0,

where m is any real number, and ai}- the coefficients of the second funda-

mental form of the hypersurface V" at a general point.

These formulas (2), (3) were obtained by Chern [2] for n = 2, by

Hsiung [3], [4] for m = 1 in a Euclidean space En+l as well as a Rie-

mannian space J?"+1, and jointly by Hsiung and the author [5] in an

affine space An+1.
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Let p' be the foot of the perpendicular from the fixed point 0 to the

tangent hyperplane ir(P), dp the distance PP' and pp the normal

curvature of the hypersurface Vn in the direction PP'. Then OP+PP'

= OP'. By taking scalar products of both sides of this vector equation

with et we obtain Zi+d-PP' = 0, which enables us to write —PP'

= S» 2>et- Hence we arrive at the following geometric meanings of

the terms ^< z\, 2li,j a^ZiZj in the formulas (3), (2):

dv = X zi>       dppP = ]T atjZiZj.

1. Preliminaries. In a Euclidean space £n+1 of dimension w+1^3

let us consider a fixed right-handed rectangular frame Yex ■ ■ • en+x,

where Y is a point in the space 7f"+1, and ex, • • ■ , en+i are an ordered

set of mutually orthogonal unit vectors such that its determinant is

(4) | ex, ■ ■ ■ ,en+x\   = 1,

so that

(5) ete, = 8ij,

where o{]- are the Kronecker deltas. We also use Y to denote the posi-

tion vector of the point P with respect to a fixed point 0 in the space

En+1. Then we can have

(6) dY = co°e„,

(7) dea = waep,

where d denotes the exterior differentiation, and co", cof are Pfaffian

forms. Since d2Y—d(dY) =d(dea) = 0, exterior differentiation of

equations (5), (6), (7) gives

(8) Ja + up = 0,

and the equations of structure of the group of proper motions in the

space En+1:

a 0 a

(9) ClCO     = CO    A CO0,

0 7/9
(10) dt>la  = C0a A d>7,

where A denotes the exterior product.

Let Vn he a hypersurface twice differentiably imbedded in the

space En+1. Consider the subfamily of frames Yex ■ ■ ■ en+i satisfying

the conditions (i) YE Vn, (ii) ex, ■ ■ • , en are vectors tangent to V" at

P. Then we have

(11) co"+> = 0,
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and equations (9), (8) give

(12) a A co"+1 = 0.

By a lemma of E. Cartan [l, p. ll] on exterior algebra, equation

(12) implies that for each value of i

\\o) u>i     = a,j-co ,

with aij = aji. From equations (6), (7), (8), (13) it follows that at the

point P of the hypersurface V, the first and second fundamental

forms are respectively given by

n

(14) dY-dY = Z(o>02,
<—i

(15) $ = — dY-de„+i = ayu'co1,

and the element of area is given by

(16) dQ, = co1 A • • • A «".

Thus the n principal curvatures k\, ■ ■ ■ , kn of the hypersurface Vn

at the point P are roots of the determinant equation

(17) | fly - kSti\    = 0.

In other words, ki, ■ ■ ■ , kn are the characteristic roots of the matrix

Iko'll-
A principal minor of the matrix ||a,y|| is a minor whose diagonal is

part of the main diagonal of the matrix ||o,-,-||. From a theorem in

linear algebra it is known that the rth elementary symmetric function

of the characteristic roots of the matrix ||ay|| is equal to the sum of

all r-rowed principal minors of the matrix ||a«||. Hence Cn,TIlr defined

by equation (1) is equal to the sum of all r-rowed principal minors of

the matrix ||a,y||. In particular we have

(18) nEi = j£ «.-.•.
i— 1

(19) H„=  \oii\,

(20) »ffn-l = E A",
i-l

where A" is the cofactor of ait in the determinant | a,-,|.

2. Proof of the Theorem. Let us now consider the scalar products

(21) p = FeB+i,        za = Yea.
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Geometrically, za is the oriented distance from the origin 0 to the

hyperplane Pex ■■•$«••• en+i, where the circumflex over ea indi-

cates the vector ea is to be deleted. In particular zn+i will also be writ-

ten as p. From equations (21), (7), (8), (13) follows immediately

(22) dp = — 23 aijw'Zi.
i

It is convenient to write equations (21) as

(23) p = (-lY\Y,ex,- ■ ■ ,en\,

(24) za = (-1)"-1! Y,eu ■ ■ ■ , ea, • • • , e„+1| .

By means of the relation d2Y = d2en+x = 0 and the ordinary rule for

differentiation of determinants, we have the differential forms

d(p"l~11 Y, en+i,dY, ■ ■ ■ , dY \ )        (where dY occurs (n — 1) times)

= (m - l)pm~2dp A | Y, en+i, dY, ■ ■ • , dY\

(25) (where dY occurs (n — 1) times)

— pm~l | eH+i, dY, ■ ■ ■ , dY | (where dY occurs n times)

+ #—J| Y,den+i,dY, ■ ■ ■ ,dY\ ,

(where dY occurs (n — 1) times),

d(pm-i | y, en+x, den+x, • • • , de„+x \ )

(where den+x occurs (n — 1) times)

= (m — l)pm~2dp A | Y, en+i, den+x, • • • , den+i\

(26) (where den+x occurs (n — 1) times)

+ pm~11 dY, en+x, den+x, ■ • • , den+i\

(where den+x occurs (n — 1) times)

+ pm~x | Y, den+i, ■ ' ■ , den+x |

(where den+x occurs n times).

Using the elementary identity Cn.r = n\/[(n — r)\r\] and equations

(22), (6), (7), (8), (19), (20), (16), (23), (24), from equations (25),

(26) we can easily obtain

^—^ d(p^ | Y, en+x, dY,---,dY\)
(n — 1) 1

(27) (where dY occurs (n — 1) times)

= npm~l(l + pHx)dQ - (m - l)pm~2 X) o.-yZ.-zyrfO,
i.i
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1 . .
-— d(pm~x | Y, en+u den+u • ' • » den+i \ )
in —1)1

(28) (where de„+i occurs (w — 1) times)

= np^iEn-i + pH„)dQ - im- l)pm~2Hn ]T) £dQ.
i

Application of Stokes' theorem to equations (27), (28) gives immedi-

ately the required formulas (2), (3).
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